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Nektar launch PANORAMA CS12 channel strip and 
plugin controller for Logic Pro 
 
HiRes Images link: https://nektartech.com/download/panorama_cs12/ 
Web page             : https://nektartech.com/panorama-cs12/ 
  
(Nektar Technology, Inc., California, February 22, 2024) Nektar PANORAMA CS12 adds 
liberating tactile workflow to Logic Pro. 
 
Panorama CS12 is a dedicated DAW channel strip controller initially supporting Logic Pro 10.7.8 
or higher. The compact desktop controller’s liberating workflow is optimized for direct plugin 
control with one button access to Logic Pro’s plugin slots, sends and channel mixer.  
 
Following the selected channel, Panorama CS12’s 100mm motorized fader controls channel 
volume. The channel controls also include a dedicated Pan control, illuminated by the channel 
color, a 6 segment volume meter as well as buttons for Arm, Solo and Mute.  
 
RGB illuminated LED buttons enables one press selection of plugin slots with parameters 
immediately assigned to the 12 RGB illuminated rotary pots and 8 buttons.  
 
Plugin parameter names and their values are displayed on the TFT display complete with color 
coding matching the RGB illumination of the controls.  
 
All Logic Pro’s insert plugins, as well as many 3rd party plugins (Waves, UAD, FabFilter etc) are 
pre-mapped for instant control. Users can customize mapping using Nektar’s learn menu which 
also enables selection of RGB LED control colors for custom color coding. Using the Nektarine 
software, plugin mapping can be further edited, complete with advanced navigation and 
customization of parameter names.  
 
Additional channel and sends menus enable control of up to 12 sends, Logic Pro’s SmartControls 
and two user pages where Logic Pro’s own learn feature can be used to assign parameters, for 
example for instrument control. 
 
Built from the ground up using Logic Pro’s control surface API, Panorama CS12 and Logic Pro 
delivers a unique tactile control experience with features never seen before on a DAW controller.  
For example, where standard resolution is adequate to control most parameters in one rotation, 
with ‘Fine’ enabled Panorama CS12 is capable of controlling at 10 times standard resolution. 
Parameters with wide value ranges, such as EQ frequency, can therefore be controlled in minute 
detail, identical to the plugin UI.  
 
The motorized fader can also be used to control any parameter in the current channel strip, 
including parameters of any plugins hosted on that channel, by simply selecting it with the 
mouse and moving the fader.  
 
Activating the automation button enables selection of Logic Pro’s automation options (write, 
latch, read etc). Additional Nektar developed automation options are also available, such as 
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Auto-Touch which only activates automation when the fader is touched and Single-Point which 
creates an automation point at the current timeline position, with the fader setting its value. 
A full complement of 18 function buttons provides instant access to DAW transport, 
timeline/loop navigation, channel selection and window handling.   
 
Nektar product manager Tim Chandler says: “Panorama CS12 is the most complete product we 
have created to date. The seamless and transparent integration between software and hardware 
is only possible through our painstaking work with the DAW’s control API and innovative use of 
MIDI.   
 
For the user, Panorama CS12 delivers a liberating tactile workflow with high-resolution control 
options needed for precise adjustment of channel and plugin parameters.“ 
 
Panorama CS12 will support additional DAWs in the future. 
 
PANORAMA CS12 is available now from Nektar resellers worldwide. 
 
Pricing and availability (MAP/MSRP): 
$399.99 USD / €399.99 EUR / £349.99 GBP / Available February 22 2024. 
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FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS 
 
PANORAMA CS12 

 10 bit control of channel volume at all times using the motorized fader. 
 Set volume and insert automation point at the current play position, by touching the 

fader 
 Dedicated pan control with channel color illumination, arm, mute and solo. 
 Option to use fader or pan control to click and adjust any parameter in the current 

channel, including plugins. 
 Advanced insert plugin control of both AU and Logic Pro’s included insert effects. No 

plugin host required. 
 Access up to 12 sends per channel. 
 Send and plugin bypass, including bypass all. 
 Instrument control via SmartControl or Logic Pro learn user pages. 
 11 color illuminated buttons for selection of plugin slots, sends and channel menus. 
 Fine control at up to 10 (14 bit) times normal resolution. 
 Zoom and tempo controls 
 Access to 26 transport, navigation and Logic Pro functions. 
 TRS foot switch socket for connecting up to 2 foot switches using Y-splitter cable (not 

included). 
 USB bus powered. High power USB port recommended. 

 
 
System Requirements 
• Logic Pro 10.8 or higher  
 
More information about Impact Panorama CS12: https://nektartech.com/panorama-cs12 
For further Information about Nektar Technology, Inc. please visit: www.nektartech.com 
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